Characteristic pH and electrolyte concentration dependences of 2-aminopyridine-derivatized oligosaccharides (N-glycans) in sonic-spray ionization mass spectrometry.
The intensities of ion signals from neutral oligosaccharides (N-glycans) derivatized with 2-aminopyridine (PA) were analyzed by ion trap mass spectrometry with a sonic-spray ionization (SSI) source, in both positive- and negative-ion modes, while varying the pH and concentration of ammonium acetate buffer solution. Two characteristic results are reported and discussed. The first characteristic is the pH dependence of the ion intensities; on increasing the solution pH from 4.3 to 8.6, positive ion intensities increase and negative ion intensities decrease. The second characteristic concerns the dependence of ion intensities on electrolyte concentration; on increasing the electrolyte concentration, the SSI efficiency for the PA N-glycans first increases and then decreases. Assuming that the SSI mechanism essentially conforms to the statistical charging model and the charge residue model, a new model that focuses a great deal of attention on the counter (electrolyte) ion distribution surrounding the solvated analyte (PA N-glycan) is proposed, in particular to rationalize the characteristic pH dependence.